
Savage V-Sweeper
Sweep through harvest faster!

Savage’s V-Sweeper will increase the 
speed and e�ciency of your nut harvest 
season after season. �is powerful ma-
chine sweeps a generous 13-foot swath, 
moving nuts and debris into a neat, 
straight row. �e two independently �oat-
ing sweeper heads are able to follow 
uneven terrain. Depending on your har-
vest conditions, the V-Sweeper, can be em-

ployed in tandem with Savage’s powerful 
8960 Row-Vac, or the 8548 Row Harvest-
er to bring even greater labor savings to 
harvest season. You can check out Savage 
machines in action on our website, or 
www.youtube.com/savageequipmentinc.

Model 7520 V-Sweeper with 8960 Row-Vac
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The Savage V-Sweeper will improve your 
bottom line by making the rest of your nut har-
vest operations more e�cient.  You’ll get more 
nuts to market quicker. It is hydraulically oper-
ated, and hoses are simple to connect. �e 
rotating tine bars consist of heavy-duty, formed 
steel and individual rubber �ngers so the 
machine  powers through grass and reaches 
down deep to move the nuts. Each side of the 
sweeper retracts to a vertical position, making 
it easier to transport, especially in tight spaces.

The Savage V-Sweeper will help 
you harvest nuts faster!
Savage Sweeper Features:
○ Convenient T-bar storage stands
○ Mounting bracket jack stands allow easy 

tractor connection and disconnect.
○ Heavy-duty double ball bearings minimize 

down time and repairs.
○ Retractable sweeper heads for easy trans-

port and maneuvering 
○ Free-floating sweeper heads perform well 

in uneven terrain
○ Heavy steel tines and rubber fingers

Savage V-Sweeper

V-Sweeper mounted in tandem with 
Savage 8548 Row Harvester

V-Sweeper in 
retracted position

Specifications Sweeper 7520 
Sweep Width 13’ 
Length x Width x Height  178” x 78” x 44”   
Hydraulics/PTO 8 gal/min. 
Tractor  55hp (min.) 
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